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INTRODUCING MYPC
MyPC® is the ultimate solution for computer booking and access management
which is widely used in Education and Public Libraries to provide librarians and IT
managers with complete control over bookings and users’ sessions.
MyPC’s unique handling of user bookings allows the optimisation and promotion
of fair usage whilst saving staff time. With hundreds of customers worldwide MyPC
continues to grow and our dedicated development team are constantly working
on implementing new features based on customer feedback.

“Having MyPC means
we can stop people with
very overdue library
resources from using our
facilities. This has been
effective in retrieving
items as students want
to have access to the
PCs and therefore return
items they might have
otherwise just kept. It
also means LRC staff time
is now spent supporting
students and managing
behaviour rather than
booking people on and
off computers.”
Rosie Quelch,
Network Manager,
Isle of Wight College
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

ARRANGE A DEMO TODAY

SEARCH & AVAILABILITY

Book a computer
by iPhone, iPad,
Android devices and
other smartphones

Powerful searching capabilities allow users
to quickly find exactly which computer they
are looking for. Attributes can be specified
such as software or hardware required
allowing users to make the best choices
before making a booking. Valuable time is
saved with MyPC’s intuitive web interface
which provides a clear ‘at-a-glance’ view of
computer availability. MyPC also features
an availability display designed to run on
information screens.

OPTIMISE UTILISATION

“MyPC was chosen
after an extensive
research period by a
group of staff looking
at IT provision for
the new City Library.
The group looked at
various products on
the market, but the
features of MyPC
including usability
and specific booking
functions led to the
library choosing it
ahead of others.”
Andrew Scrogham,
Systems Manager,
Newcastle Libraries

MyPC allows users to view availability
of computers reducing conflict and
optimising utilisation. With MyPC you can
make efficient use of computers in all
sites and locations. The new MyPC Maps
module provides a simple way to design
and present a floor plan of your chosen
site(s) to clearly illustrate the location and
availability of your bookable PCs.

COMMUNICATION

MyPC allows you to effectively
communicate with all users at any time.
You can inform users and configure
instruction messages and notifications
outlining the rules of bookings at all stages.
With MyPC you can print or automatically
send email booking receipts to users and
staff. MyPC can integrate with your library
management system to inform users of
their library fines and outstanding items
helping you to get books back on time
and recover costs. MyPC also includes
an optionally activated user-surveillance
tool to allow staff to view screens and
communicate via free text or predefined
messages.

BOOKING METHODS

MyPC offers walk up, advance, book with
staff and queued booking methods as well
as a flexible block booking for staff and
tutors. A new quick booking option is also
available where you specify the duration
and a computer is selected for you.

REPORTING

MyPC provides comprehensive reporting
on all aspects of computer utilisation,
bookings, and no shows. MyPC also
reports on faulty computers and banned
users, and a unique users report shows
how many individuals make use of the

computer resources you provide. All
reports can be scheduled for automatic
delivery by email, and can be exported into
common file formats including Excel, PDF,
CSV and many more.

SIMPLICITY

MyPC makes booking and administration
easy for staff and users. MyPC features
a spreadsheet look and feel, allowing for
easy point and click booking and allows
booking of computers remotely in any
site or location. MyPC administration and
reporting is web-based with policies e.g.
opening times, holidays and maximum
booking length, all configurable from a
single web browser.

FLEXIBILITY & CONTROL

MyPC integrates with your environment
regardless of what network or Library
Management System you are using.
MyPC’s inherent flexibility means there
are limitless possibilities for who can book
what, whether it be for minutes, hours
or even days. MyPC fits straight into your
network providing full support for Active
Directory, Novell eDirectory and other
LDAP compliant systems. MyPC fully
supports the following client platforms:
Windows XP Professional, Vista, Windows
7 (excluding Home Editions) and Windows
8* and 8.1*(*in Desktop mode), VMware
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)
environments, Mac OS 10.6, 10.7, 10.8 and
Terminal Servers including Citrix. MyPC
also allows you to add your corporate
logo and colour scheme to the client logon
(status screen), pop-up messages and
booking screens. All of MyPC’s text can be
internationalised to support any European
language.

WHY MYPC

MyPC is a complete solution with no
hidden costs and utilises cutting-edge
web technologies that support all major
web browsers providing a straightforward
experience to both administrators and
end-users. ITS has dedicated development
teams working exclusively on MyPC to
ensure the product is constantly updated
and matches the requirements of our
customers. We also employ in-house
quality assurance and testing teams to
ensure MyPC remains the market leader
and best of breed software.
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